This article critically examines the landscape and cityscape photography of E. O. Hoppé.
depicting the modern world. These discourses are characterised, variously, by a positive, enthusiastic response to the visual possibilities offered by the city and industry and, alternatively, by an anti-modernity and nostalgia for a 'disappearing' way of life.
Hoppé's work from this period demonstrates a kind of visual mutability, as if it might be the work of two different photographers with variant, even antithetical, ways of seeing the world. Such contradictions abound in Hoppé's photography and reveal much about the tensions and contradictions inherent in the experience of modernity itself. 
Picturesque Great Britain
Picturesque Great Britain was published in Berlin by Ernst Wasmuth AG, in their new and prestigious Orbis Terrarum series. Wasmuth had a rising reputation for the production of lavish, large format, photographically illustrated books. Each volume contained over three hundred, full-page photogravure reproductions, with captions in four European languages, indicating the broad audience the publishers envisaged.
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Hoppé devoted an entire year to this new project, and he made over five thousand photographs from which were selected the final three hundred and four. 6 As the flagship product of the Wasmuth publishing house, Orbis Terrarum was one of the most successful series to emerge from the enormous expansion in photographic book production in the 1920s. In uniting some of Europe's best contemporary photographers with the latest commercial advances in rotary gravure printing, Wasmuth and the Rotophot AG printing works gave original form to the quality international photographic book market in the interwar period. Hand-pulled photogravure was already by this time the art photographer's favoured method of reproduction, and such preeminent artists as Alfred Stieglitz and Alvin Langdon Coburn had made gravure a cornerstone of their practice. 7 But newer advances in rotary photogravure methods in Germany during the First World War now made massproduction photogravure a practical reality. 8 The success of the Orbis Terrarum series was based on long gravure print runs that could both satisfy photographers' demands for quality as well as the publishing industry's quest for a commercially viable gravure process. From the very beginning, therefore, Hoppé's landscape work was both commercially defined and associated with the most advanced technical developments that allied photography to an expanding publishing world.
Picturesque Great Britain, subtitled The Architecture and the Landscape, was the first of two volumes Hoppé produced in this series, and it marked a major turning point in his career. But Picturesque Great Britain was also implicated in contemporary debates concerning the nation's very identity in the modern world. In his collaboration with Charles Masterman, who wrote a lengthy prefatory note, Hoppé found himself allied to one of the most important cultural commentators on Edwardian Britain; one 6 who had been a longstanding and vociferous critic of urban industrial 'progress'.
Hoppé's late Pictorialist aesthetic fully complemented the nostalgia and cultural pessimism of Masterman's text. In its foregrounding of the rural and simultaneous denigration of the urban and industrial, Picturesque Great Britain aided in sustaining a highly partial perspective on Britain that continues to haunt the nation.
To begin with, the work is misleadingly entitled, for it is mostly to England that Hoppé and Masterman attend. Indeed, the view seems still more partial when one considers the rather elementary map, inserted immediately prior to the pictorial section, which details the names of those locations represented. To the south of an imaginary line drawn between the rivers Severn and Trent, the map is dense with locations; to the north and west, however, it remains conspicuously underemployed. But such a line is hardly the stuff of imagination, since it indicates a topographical division between the southern downlands and the northern uplands. Yet its additional significance is as a cultural division between northern and southern England: one bearing with it all manner of implications of a north/south divide in the distribution of wealth and power. The clear inference to be drawn from this selection was that much of northern England was unsuited to Hoppé's picturesque purpose or, indeed, to Masterman's politics.
The partiality of Picturesque Great Britain was further emphasised by Hoppé's neo-Pictorialist aesthetic. The Pictorialist tradition in photography from which Hoppé emerged in the early 1900s had been defined largely in anti-modern and anti-technical terms, adopting the genres of conservative painting. It encompassed the portrait, the still life, the nude (usually female) and the landscape (almost exclusively rural). Conceived in pointed opposition to scientific, documentarist and emerging amateur practices, the art of photography was constructed in terms of a late nineteenth-century craft 7 technology allied to a Symbolist or Pictorialist discourse that equated atmosphere with aesthetic emotion. 9 An overall softness of rendition was widely favoured, since a high level of precisionism was considered the field of scientific rather than aesthetic enquiry.
While Pictorialists celebrated the individual and handicraft aspects of photography and printmaking over and above potential mass production and distribution, they also But no one today would seek in the ruined villages and dwindling population of the countryside the spirit of an 'England' four-fifths of whose people have now crowded into the cities. 16 Masterman was clearly drawn to the powerful myths of the pastoral. In England, the pastoral lies deep within the national consciousness, providing a dominant and enduring image of our relationship to the land. Therein, the country is defined in opposition to the city, with the former a place of leisure and repose where Man and Nature are imagined to coexist without much effort, in contrast to the regulated 'industry' of the latter. The pastoral is frequently invoked in periods of accelerated social transformation.
It combines an intense nostalgia for a 'traditional' rural England deemed to be under threat, as well as a resistance to change, expressed in the desire to return to the imagined stability of the social order of the past. It is a discourse structured, therefore, upon a social as well as a geographical division between the country and the city. 17 As
Martin Wiener has argued, there had developed by this time a predominant version of Englishness that actively disavowed the nation's industrial identity. 18 Within this polarising ideology, England was 'the country', a term which implicitly ignored urban, showed the smoking exterior of another, but his was a restrained enthusiasm for the industrial world. Here was the industrial landscape refracted through the nostalgising lens of a Pictorialist sensibility, made either unthreateningly picturesque or, occasionally, terrifying in its sublimity. But this was an aesthetic clearly more at home in a rural setting. Indeed, the primary focus of Picturesque Great Britain was upon quaint village churches, stately homes, castles, cathedrals and ancient bridges -an architecture that betokened continuity, tradition and the legitimacy of the social order.
Some of the smaller towns were included but it was rural England that predominated; a land of manor houses, thatched cottages and village pubs collectively untouched by modernity ( figure 3 ). Hoppé's images demonstrated a kind of pastoral topophilia, in that they offered reassuring subject matter in an equally reassuring pictorial form.
At the same time, Picturesque Great Britain managed to avoid any engagement with the active social and economic life of the countryside. On the rare occasions when they do appear, figures in the landscape are deployed as just so much picturesque staffage -compositional devices that helped to achieve pictorial asymmetry (figure 4).
This subordination of figures also had the extended effect of seriously limiting the roles they could play, and consequently there are no individualised social actors at work in Hoppé's landscape; rather, it appears a land upon which little work is done at all.
Picturesque Great Britain therefore offered a comforting view of Britain in the throes of urbanisation. 19 For Masterman, the problems of Britain's future were written in the landscape itself, and he believed that Hoppé's photographs bore timely witness to a way of life under siege by the forces of modernity:
How far this England will endure under the influence of the new mechanical transport, which is sprawling the new town dwellers into dismal architectural erections set in the heart of the old country side, remains conjectural. Mr. Hoppé has seized the period before the change which is coming; and which some dread and others desire. 20 Whereas The Condition of England has been assessed as 'the classic description of the tensions and tribulations of Edwardian England', here Masterman's essay appears a valedictory tribute to that era's social stability. 21 While it undoubtedly marks a successful interweaving of Hoppé's Pictorialist aesthetics with Masterman's cultural anxieties, Picturesque Great Britain is also important as an early example of a commercial renovation of landscape photography.
Apart from signalling a significant change of direction for the photographer himself, its publication marked the beginnings of the national photographic book within the idiom of 'refined' tourism. The extensive Orbis Terrarum series permitted both domestic and foreign places to be comfortably viewed at home, without the trouble and expense of travel. As in his earlier portrait photography, Hoppé again showed himself an astute judge of a new commercial outlet for his work. In the distant haze one can just about discern something that might indeed be the Ohio River, and make out the imprecise outlines of a blackened industrial landscape. But onto this dismal scene Hoppé has superimposed a complex matrix drawn from the interpenetrating diagonals of a bridge structure. In so doing, he partakes of a particularly modernist concern, because not only does Hoppé draw attention to the substance of rivets and steel -to the materiality of industry -he also directs attention to the materiality of the photograph itself, to its superficial qualities. This concentration upon surface, or formal articulations, was a characteristic feature of photographic modernism in the 1920s, but Hoppé was rarely so radical a picture maker, preferring instead a more conventional approach that may have offered a broader commercial appeal. volume. 44 The photography of Die Neue Sachlichkeit generally gave a dramatic and monumentalised view of German industry, but its technological utopianism was inevitably cut short by the realities of the Depression. 47 Herf's principal argument seems essential to any understanding of the cultural context in which Deutsche Arbeit was produced and understood.
Both before and after the beginning of the Nazi period, Herf suggests, an important current within conservative and National Socialist ideology achieved a successful reconciliation between anti-modernist, romantic and irrationalist ideas and an apparently anomalous enthusiasm for technological advance. The thinkers to whom he refers as reactionary modernists never described themselves as such, but nevertheless: Here was an emotive language that stressed individual experience and subjectivity rather than class-consciousness -a language that lent weight to notions of fate, or of a national destiny beyond the individual's control. Its vocabulary derived from a technological romanticism that enthused about the simultaneous threat, and promise, of unrestrained mechanical power; and this was an aestheticisation of politics and the
Maschinenzeit that was to become characteristic of Nazi ideology. Unsurprisingly, Lersch's cultural politics led him to endorse the new administration and he was promptly appointed, in 1933, to the literature chamber of the Reich's Kulturkammer. 52 Later in his introduction, Bürgel turns again to verse, this time in the form of the Belgian Symbolist poet, Emile Verhaeren:
Here, between the walls of stone and steel
Suddenly, erupts
The elements' fervent force.
Iron jaws grabbing and gobbling,
Giant hammers grinding and breaking
Bars of gold on anvils.
And over there, in that far corner, we seek 
